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The Goan
blueprint
4

Architect Raya Shankhwalker’s guide to restoring
Indo-Portuguese homes and how he creates an
interesting aesthetic juxtaposing the new against the old
1

5

Growing up in the parijat-strewn
courtyard of our 300-year-old ancestral house in Panjim influenced me a
lot. The house is a stunning example
of a Hindu-Goan house — an undercelebrated aspect of Goan architecture. The courtyard was not only a
fabulous climatic adaptation, but also
an ideal private living space. I still
carry vivid memories of the warmth
of the space and the smell of flowers
and beaten earth. These memories instilled a strong sense of belonging,
which later kindled a desire to conserve this unique heritage.
My tryst with conservation began
during my college days in Goa. As part
of my architecture curriculum, I
covered many assignments on Goan
heritage and was fascinated by its
sheer volume. It challenged my imagination and inspired me to research
on the subject. Also, as one of the
founding members of the Goa Heritage Action Group (1999), it got me involved in the field further.

First steps
Working with architect Sarto Almeida,
to restore the façades of the Custom
House and the Police headquarters —
two prominent public buildings of historical importance — instilled a liking
for conservation. I worked on several
similar urban conservation initiatives
before I took up my first residential
project at Siolim village — converting a
150-year-old residence into a guest
house. The challenge was maintaining
the home’s old characteristics and
combining it with urban needs. A
fairly low-budget project, we kept the

Recycling design
쐍

The three primary flooring materials
used in Indo-Portuguese homes were
cement, broken China and tiles
imported from Europe. The walls were
plastered or painted, and had elaborate
graffiti. Wood was also extensively
used for the roof, doors, windows and
furniture.

쐍 For my projects, I buy recycled wood
and upcycled furniture from local
markets. For a house in Guirim, we used
a lot of recycled wood sourced from a
yard in Mumbai — for the false ceiling,
the doors and windows, and even part
of the flooring.
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쐍 We use a lot of old objects like trunks,
windows and doors as lifestyle objects.
We did this in the Assagao project.

purity of the spaces intact, retaining
the old walls and accommodating the
large bathrooms within the home’s existing framework. The original flooring was preserved as well and we used
recycled wood for the doors.

Love for open spaces
While British colonial architecture in
India evolved over time — adapting to
local tastes and climate — Portuguese
architecture did not do so. The blueprint for Indo-Portuguese homes was
borrowed from homes in North Portugal, where they had harsh winters.
So a typical home was linear, with a
foyer that leads to two halls on either
side, which then splits into rooms.
But tropical living calls for semiopen spaces and we introduced such
spaces in our project at Assagao,
which was a renovation and extension
of an old Goan house. The villa is cocooned by paddy fields; thus a seamless connection between the landscape and the interiors became a key
design driver. This was inspired by the
evolution on architecture in the 18th
century. One of the key ones was the
wrap-around veranda and the balcão
or the entrance portico.
Modern twist
Travel is a strong inspiration for me.
My earlier trips to Portugal helped develop my approach to conservation.
In India, most interventions are replicated from the past, but in Portugal,
conservation is looked at with a modern perspective. I believe that not all
buildings need to be restored; a few
need to be evolved.
Where new meets old
Preservation refers to structures with
historical and cultural value, on the
other hand, conservation refers to
homes that need not hold historical
importance. I believe in the latter and
when we take up a restoration project, we assess the home and add suitable elements. We approach each project on individual merit.
The Villa Ribander, located on the
banks of the Mandovi, was originally
built in the early 19th century. During
its restoration, we retained its character and added a new wing. The exterior was meticulously restored, involving extensive research on the
building style of the period. For the
flooring, I used terrazzo — chips of
marble or granite set in concrete,
which is sensitive to insulation.
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Old-world charm Renovated rooms
at the Assagao villa (3, 4, 5) and
the Villa Ribander (6)

Raya’s picks
쐍

Pottery: For traditional pottery, head to Socorro’s potter’s village, where five to six potters will also customise on demand.

쐍

Hand-woven baskets: At Mapusa’s Friday market, check out the wide range of handmade baskets made by weavers from across
Goa. A basket that is 1.5 feet in diameter will cost you between ₹300 and ₹350. More intricate ones are available for upwards of
₹600.

쐍 Lighting accessories: We mostly source from Chor Bazaar in Mumbai. We also get customised lighting accessories made by
New Delhi-based Imagination Light & Décor.
쐍

Tiles: We get most of our tiles from Mumbai-based Bharat Flooring and Tiles. They were the first in India to make coloured mosaic
cement tiles. Embedded with marble chips, they come in custom-mixed bases.

쐍

Ethnic furniture: We source furniture from small dealers who have their yards in the tourist belt, in North Goa — Mapusa, Parra
and Assagao.

Remains of the day Soro - The Village Pub is a tavern conceptualised within the ruins
of an old corner store (2), with (1) bold graphic cement tiles

쐍

Craft: Visit the weekly markets and fairs held across the State and keep an eye out for traditional craft items. We have picked up
quite a few artefacts from the market in Mapusa.
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Cultural heritage
The churches and convents of Goa,
particularly the
Church of Bom Jesus,
which contains the
tomb of St FrancisXavier, made it to
UNESCO’s World
Heritage List in 1986.
According to the
citation, it’s because
they ‘illustrate the
evangelisation of Asia.’

Rather than emulating the design
style of the original villa for the new
wing, it follows a contemporary
design language that introduces lightness and modernity. The intent was to
create an interesting aesthetic, juxtaposing the new against the old.

Lost heritage
Building technologies and materials
used in the Portuguese era were distinctive, but unfortunately, most have
been lost. For example, stucco (the
application of lime plaster on exteriors that prevented water seepage) is a
technique that has been forgotten.
Similarly, the use of broken China mosaic was a traditional element that one
can’t find today. Several similar techniques have been lost, as they weren’t
documented. In our projects, we try
to understand methods such as plastering techniques, usage of flooring
materials. . If elements of historical
importance are present in a home, we
restore them.
Colour wheel
Colour played a significant part in
Indo-Portuguese architecture. They
used three primary colours — red, yellow, and blue — made with naturallyavailable pigments. We don’t use natural pigments today, so for those looking at incorporating Portuguese décor
at home, look for the closest shade in
the commercially-available brands.
Buying local crafts and artefacts
from Goa will add authenticity to the
look. Goan homes are embellished
with rich details such as chandeliers
and China vases. Goa has a few crafts,
too, which are dying art forms now,
such as terracotta and cane. Using
them in your décor will not only add
to the aesthetics, but also help in their
revival and conservation. For instance, I have used the hand-woven
baskets unique to Goa, as a lighting installation in one of our commercial
projects, the SinQ Beach Club.
Call for conservation
Heritage conservation holds immense
tourism potential. The restoration of
Indo-Portuguese homes has given the
city character — not just the built environment, but in terms of natural
beauty, too. These homes were depleted of their historical value before
people started buying and restoring
them. We believe conservation extends beyond homes and impacts the
region’s local art and culture.
As told to Nidhi Adlakha
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HAGAR THE HORRIBLE
THE GUARDIAN QUICK CROSSWORD

TIGER
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■ Across
1 Person behaving as one
brought up in squalor (11)
9 Planned to occur (9)
10 Fluffy scarf of feathers (3)
11 Incite (3,2)
13 Latter part of the day (7)
14 Song bird (6)
15 Distinguishing mark —
prestige (6)
18 Portion (7)
20 North Italian city (5)
21 Advanced in years (3)
22 Shrove Tuesday festival (5,4)
24 PM, 1970-74 (6,5)
■ Down
2 Exclamation of disgust (3)
3 News (7)
4 Alleviation of pain or
distress (6)
5 Gentle poke (5)
6 Eg Jonathan Cape or
Hamish Hamilton (9)
7 Showiness (11)

8 Mischief (11)
12 Wreathed in flowers (9)
16 With legs stretched apart —
tirades (anag) (7)
17 Brought up (6)
19 Punctuation mark (5)
23 Codswallop (3)
Solution to the crossword
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